network updates
Happy New Year! We hope the beginning of 2023 finds things going well at your practices. As a reminder, if you are interested in the patient satisfaction survey, please visit the link provided in your email. Below you will find some information related to our quality measures and behavioral health services. We have two new integrated health care committees at the end of 2022 and we will be supporting practices within Dayton Children’s Health Partners. We continue to work on expanding innovative data and how we can best use this to support your efforts.

This issue:
- New increase in visits statements
- Week of the women: January 23
- Welcome back readers
- Anthem quality measures for 2023
- New committee members needed

new mission and vision statements
The Network Development and Communication Committee has spent the last several months reviewing our mission and vision statements, discussing our strengths and weaknesses, and we are now in a new stage. We are thrilled to share this new format and hope that you can join us in this collaborative and work with you all to modify.

Mission: To improve the health and well-being of all children in our region.

Vision: Every day, in everything we do, we collaborate and measure with one goal in mind—To improve the health and well-being of all children in our region.

state of the network
Please mark your calendar on January 19th for the annual State of the Network overview presentation and Q&A. This session will be held in Teams from 7:00 am - 8:00 am. We encourage all to join and learn more about the network and how you can become involved.

Discussion items include:
- Changes to team
- Changes to form field and form rules
- Spring 2023 and other upcoming events

Join us on Teams

welcome new behavioral health specialists
Meghan Oliveri, M.S.Ed., LPCC (she/her/hers) is so excited to join the Dayton Children’s Health Partners team! Meghan attended Ohio State University (BA in Psychology) and Bowling Green State University (MA in Clinical Mental Health Counseling). She has a background in college counseling, career counseling, and school-based therapy. Meghan loves working with children and families and has spent the last several years as a school-based therapist. She chose Dayton Children’s because of the extraordinary way they’ve been able to change the landscape of mental healthcare for children in the area in such a short period of time. Providing access to high quality, affordable mental health care to everyone in the community is a top career priority.

After work hours you can find Amy volunteering at her nonprofit, watching her daughter play sports, or traveling. After work hours you can find Meghan volunteering with her church, reading, singing, baking, and playing with her two cats.

In her free time, Meghan enjoys spending time with her spouse, exercising, reading, singing, baking, and playing with her two cats.

new Anthem quality measures
Kellton has significantly changed the network’s scorecard for calendar year 2023. There are fewer quality measures and as a result each measure is weighted heavier. Well visits for 0-15 months and 3-6 years have been replaced with well visits 15-30 months. Also, the quality measures for varicella and pharyngitis have been removed. As a result of fewer quality measures and as a result each measure is weighted heavier.
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Committee members needed and thank you to those stepping off
Do you have an interest in finance or quality and want to get more involved with Dayton Children’s Health Partners? We need you! We are currently looking for providers to sit on both our Finance and PCP committees. These committees serve an integral part of what makes Dayton Children’s Health Partners a success. Each team meets monthly and you will be supported by a network of volunteers.

Welcome, Amy Monteith, MS, LPCC-S, LICDC-CS, comes to Dayton Children’s with a background in school-based programming. She joined Dayton Children’s “because of the extraordinary way we’re able to change the landscape of mental healthcare for children in the area in such a short period of time.” Providing access to high quality, affordable mental health care to everyone in the community is a top career priority.

After work hours you can find Amy volunteering at her nonprofit, watching her daughter play sports, or traveling.

In her free time, Meghan enjoys spending time with her spouse, exercising, reading, singing, baking, and playing with her two cats.

Any questions, please reach out to Kim Grant

Upcoming events
Discussion items include:
- Changes to team
- Changes to form field and form rules
- Spring 2023 and other upcoming events

Join us on Teams

For questions or more information please contact our team:

Meghan Oliveri, M.S.Ed., LPCC (she/her/hers)
Meghan@daytonchildrens.org
937-228-0192

Meghan has significantly changed the network’s scorecard for calendar year 2023. There are fewer quality measures and as a result each measure is weighted heavier. Well visits for 0-15 months and 3-6 years have been replaced with well visits 15-30 months. Also, the quality measures for varicella and pharyngitis have been removed. As a result of fewer quality measures and as a result each measure is weighted heavier.
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